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An error bound for a quasilinear elliptic boundary value problem (including the 
case of nonlinear differential boundary conditions) is obtained as a positively weighted 
sum of the absolute defects of the operator equations. Once an approximate solution 
is computed, using linear programming, by minimizing this error bound over a discrete 
grid, a correcponding realistic error bound over the whole domain of definition can 
also be obtained by solving an associated linear program. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the numerical determination f approximate solutions 
and error bounds by linear programming for the following quasilinear elliptic boundary 
value problem: 
l 
L2[u]+g2(x,y,u)-~r2(x,y ) in R2, (1.1) 
Q(g~): L l [u ]+gt (x ,y ,u )=r l (x ,y ) in  R1, (1.2) 
u--ro(x,y  ) in Ro, (1.3) 
where L2 -~ --(a(x, y)(O2/Ox2) + b(x, y)(O2/Ox Oy) + c(x, y)(32/3y2)) and a(OZ/Ox 2)+ 
b(O2/Ox Oy)+ c(O2/~y 2) is a linear uniform elliptic differential operator such that 
L2[c] ~ 0 for any constant c. L 1 ----(~/~) is an outward nontangential directional 
derivative, and g~, j = 1, 2, may be nonlinear in x, y and u. R 2 is a bounded, simply- 
connected and open domain in E 2. Its boundary is composed of two mutually disjoint 
parts R 0 and R 1 , each (possibly empty) consisting of a finite number of smooth 
arcs. Each point of Rx lies on the boundary of an open ball which lies entirely in R 2 . 
(This is the inside sphere property. See Friedman [7, p. 55].) r~ ~ C~ j ---- 0, 1, 2. 
In Section 2 some preliminary material is given. In Section 3, an error bound for 
a given approximate solution to the problem Q(gj) is derived, making use of the 
conditionally inverse-positive property of the operators L x and Lz and the local 
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Lipschitz conditions of the functions gt and g2- This error bound is a positively 
weighted sum of the absolute defects of the operator equations. In Section 4 by means 
of this error bound, a theoretical constrained minimization problem is formulated 
by which we can determine an approximate solution and a corresponding error bound. 
Section 5 discusses the various advantages of such approach. In Section 6, a com- 
putational scheme, making use of linear programming, is suggested to solve this 
constrained minimization problem. Section 7 presents some numerical results and 
extensions. 
Rosen [11] considered a particular case of the problem Q(gj), in which the quasi- 
linear boundary condition (1.2) is not included. Though our approach is slightly 
different, his results motivated this research work. 
2. PRELIMINARY 
DEFINITION 1. Let f be a function defined on a set X C E 2. Set 
IIf!!x=~ inf l.f(x,y)]. 
(~,y)EX 
I f  there is no ambiguity, the subscript X may t)e omitted. 
DEFINITION 2. R~R otoR l tOR 2. 
DEFINITION 3. V(/~) -= C~ c~ CX(RI) n C2(Rz). 
DEFINITION 4. gj(u) -- g~(x, y, u); g/(u) -= (3go(x, y, u)/3u). 
DEFINITION 5. For j  = 1, 2, supposeg/exists and is bounded. For a fixed v ~ V(J~) 
and a constant ~ > 0, define 
p~ = pj(~:, v, x, y) ---- min{g/(r/) ]l r/ - -  v [ ~ s e} 
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for each (x, y) E Rj,  and 
~,.(u) = g;(x, y, u) 
(g , (u )  
= ]g~(v+~)+(u- -v - -~)g j ' (v+~)  
( g~(v -- ~) -- (v -- ~ -- u)gj'(v -- ~) 
The following lemma is obvious. 
v-[-~>~u~v--~ in Rj, 
u >v+~:  in Rj, 
v - -~:>u in Ra. 
(2.1) 
LEMMA 1. Let p~ and ~j be defined as in Definition 5. Then ~,~ is differentiable with 
respect o u, and, for a fixed (x, y) ~ Rj and arbitrary u ~ V(t~), we have 
c3~(x, y, u) >~ p~(~, v, x, y) (x, y) ~ R~, j = 1, 2 (2.2) - eu 
or, equivalently, 
~(x, y, vl) -- ~(x, y, v2)/> p~(~:, v, x, y)(vx -- v2) 
where v 1 >~ v2 , vl , v z ~ V(R). 
In particular, 
(x,y) eR~, j=  1,2, (2.3) 
gj(x, y, Vl) - -  gj(x, y, v2) ~ pj(~:, v, x, y)(v I -- v2) 
where v t >~ vz , I Vi  - -  V I ~ ~' Vi  ~" V(J~), i -= 1, 2. 
(x,y) eR~, j - -  1,2, (2.4) 
DEFINITION 6. (2.4) is called a one-sided local Lipschitz condition. 
DEFINITION 7. The problem Q(gs) is said to be inverse-positive if, for every 
va, Vz ~ V(/~), we have 
L~[vl] +gj (x ,y ,  Vl)vl ~>~L~[VZ]v2 +g~(x,y, v~) inin RoR~' j = 1, 21 :> v x ~ v 2 on /~. 
Notation. We say [(Lj + gj, Rj),j = 1,2; (I, Ro) ] is inverse-positive, where I is an 
identity operator. 
An important feature of an inverse-positive problem is that it can have at most one 
solution. 
The elliptic problem Q(gj) is not always inverse-positive. For the linear case, 
where g j (x ,y ,u ) -  ukj(x,y), j=  1, 2, the following conditionally inverse-positive 
property, as a consequence of the maximum principle of Hopf [8] and a theorem by 
Oleinik [9], is stated in Protter and Weinberger [10, Theorem 13, p. 78]. 
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LEMMA 2. Consider the linear problem Q(uk~), where kj are bounded in Rj , j = 1, 2. 
Let there exist a positive function tz ~ V(R) such that 
(L~-~-k~)[tq >~0 in R j ,  j - -  1,2 
and that the three conditions (i) (L~ + kx)[/z] ~ 0 in R~ ; (ii) (L 2 -~- k2)~] ~ 0 in R z ; 
and (iii) R o is empty, do not hold simultaneously. Then Q(ukj) is inverse-positive. 
3. DERIVATION OF ERROR BOUND 
By means of the local Lipschitz condition (2.4) and the above conditionally inverse- 
positive property, we can derive an error bound for any approximate solution to 
Q(g~). In fact, we have the following theorem. 
Trlt~OREM 3. For the problem Q(g~), the following assumptions are made: (1)For any 
u ~ V(R), gf(u) exists and is bounded on Rj (the closure of Rj), j ~- I, 2. 
(2) Let ~ ~ be defined in Definition 5 and Q( ~ j) have a solution in V ( i~). 
Let v ~ V(R) and ~, a scalar, be given satisfying the following conditions: 
(3) v 6 V(/~) is an approximate solution to Q(gj). Aj, j = O, I, 2, are scalars such 
that 
.~  [L~[v]-: g~(v)--r~[ in Rj ,  j - - -  1,2, 
(3.1) 
h o ~ [v - - r  of in R o. 
(4) For p~(s c,v, x, y) as defined in Definition 5 and 
rain{ inf pj((, v, x,y), Aj/Ao} if A o ~. 0, 
(x ,y)eRj  
fi~ fij(s r v) .... min{ inf pj(~, v, x, y), 0] zf A o = 0, 
(x,y)~R i 
(3.2) 
there exists a solution tz to the following system of differential inequalities. 
l 
(IJ,. -I-Pj(~, v, x,y))[/z] >~ 1 in R_j, j : 1, 2 t 
,, i~ ~ O on R t 
s r /~ A o -]-/z i~=1 (Ai -- Aofii(~: , v)) on R. 
Then, there exists exactly one solution u E V(R) of Q(gj) such that 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
2 
[ u(x,y) -- v(x,y)l ~ p(x,y) ~-. h o + ~(x,y) ~ (A, -- AoP~) on R. 
i--1 
(3.5) 
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Proof. Consider two fixed but arbitrary functions vj ~ V(/~), j = 1, 2. Define 
~j' -- ~/(vj) as in (2.1) and (2.2),j ---- 1, 2. We shall first prove that the linear problem 
[(L~. + ~j', R~-), j = 1, 2; (/, Ro) ] (3.6) 
is inverse-positive. In fact, by (2.2) and (3.3), there exists a positive tz E V(/~) such that 
(L j+~/ ) [#]  ~>(L j+p~)~]  >~ 1 in Rj ,  j=  1,2. (3.7) 
Hence, follows from Lemma 2, with k~- replaced by ~/, that (3.6) is inverse-positive. 
Now, let u be a solution of Q(gs). For j = 1, 2, let ~j(v) -- ~(u) -- ~/(~)(v -- u) 
where r = O~v + (1 -- Or)u, 0 < 0j < 1. Since ~j(v) = gj(v), we have 
(L~ + ~/(~))[v + p - u] = (Lj -! ~)[v] -- (L~ ~ ~)[u] + (Lj + ~,'(v~))[p] 
-- (L~. + g~)[v] -- r~ 
i - -1  
By (3.1), (3.2), (3.7) and (2.2), 
/ 2 
(Zj  + ~;'(v-,))[v + p - u] >~ -~,. + ]ao~/(~-~) + E (~, - ~o~,)I 
i=1  1 
/> -A~ + {A; + (~, -ao~,)} 
>70. 
On the boundary segment Ro , (3.1) implies 
v + p - u = v + [~ + ~ y~ (a~ - ~k3]  - u 
(3.9) 
~v§  o 4 -0- - ro  ~ 0. 
Hence, by (3.6), (3.8) and (3.9) we get 
v+p>ju  on R. 
Similarly, we have 
Next, by (3.4) 
v--o<~u on R. 
I v -u [~o<~ on /~. 
But then (2.1) implies that u is also a solution of Q(&). 
(3.10) 
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Lastly, suppose that Q(&) has two solutions u 1 and u2 E V(R) satisfying (3.10). 
For j = 1, 2, set g/(~Tj)(u 1-- u2) =- gj(ul) -- gj(u2), where ~75 = 05u 1 + (1 -- 05) u 2 , 
0<05< 1. Then , [vs - -v  [ ~ ,  
~/(V~) -=g/(v)) in R~, j =: 1, 2, 
and 
, (L~ -t ~j )[u~ -- u2] = (Lj + gj)[ua] -- (L~ -t-gj)[u2] = 0 in R~, j = 1, 2 (3.11) 
u 1 - -  u 2 -- 0 in R 0 . 
Since [(L~ ~-~/,  Rj), j = 1, 2;(1, R0) ] is inverse-positive, (3.11) has the only 
solution u 1 -- u 2 ~ 0 on R. II 
The basic idea of Theorem 3 is as follows: For g/~ g/(v~), if [(Lj. + g/,  Rj), 
j = 1, 2; (/, R0) ] is not inverse-positive in the whole domain of u, we want to find 
a set Z -= {u Iv - -p  ~ u ~ v-!-p, (x ,y )~R} in which it has this property (i.e., 
locally inverse-positive), and, hence, Q(gj) has at most one solution in Z. This is done 
by first taking an approximate solution v as the 'center' of Z. If p is determined in 
Theorem 3, then it can be a possible 'radius' of Z. The constrained minimization 
problem formulated in the next section is devised for finding the 'smallest possible' p 
such that Z may 'trap' a solution of Q(g~). 
4. CONSTRAINED MINIMIZATION PROBLEM 
In this section, we derive from the error bound formula (3.5) of the last section 
a constrained minimization problem. In solving this problem by some numerical 
techniques and linear programming method, we can obtain an approximate solution 
and the corresponding error bound for the problem Q(gj). 
Notations 
For a given function v ~', define 
gi(v k) = g~(x, y, vk); 
q k _~: g/(v ~) -_ ~gj(x, y, vk).  
Ou 
and 
Gj k == vkqj ~ --g~(v ~) -:- rj. 
Constrained minimization problem 
Suppose Q(g~) satisfies the Assumptions (1) and (2) of Theorem 3. Given suitable 
initial approximation v ~ and constants ~0,/2o and rio, j == I, 2, the kth cycle of the 
following iterative process tarts with known v ~-1, s r fik-x and r~-l :  
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Step 1. 
subject o 
Let vk(x, y) c V(/?) and 3t k, j = O, 1, 2, solve 
min 1- - /x  LP J  ] o /x 2.. t I 
v,~y j=l j=l 
aj > (Z t -~ q~-l)[v] - -  G~ -1 > - -a t ,  in  Rt ,  j = 1, 2, 
3 o>/v - r  o />- -3  o inR  o. 
(4.1) 
Step 2. For j = 1, 2, evaluate 
Ao ~ = II v k - ro l ira, at k = II Lt[ vk] + gt(v~) -- rt IIRj, (4.2) 
ptk(x, y) = pj(se/~-x, v/~, X, y) = m~n{g/(w)I [ n -- vkl ~ sek-~} for fixed (x, y) 
and 
min{ inf ptk(x, y), a?/ao ~} if ao k 4: 0, (x,y)eRj 
fftk = inf ptk(x, y) if ao k = 0. 
(x,y)ERj 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Step 3. Let the scalar/2 k and the function/,~ E V(R) solve 
min tp (Lt q- Pt~(x'Y))[/*] >~ 1 in Rj ,  j : 1, 2 t 
{ * } " .,a b~ >~/. >0onR (4.5) 
Set s ee = ao ~ +/2  k Z~=l (at k -- ao%k) 9 
THEOREM 4. In the above iterative process, if at the h-th cycle we have see <~ sek--1, 
then the error bound (3.5) holds with 
p(x, y) ~ Ao k +/zk(x, y) ~ (Aj k -- Ao~fit(se k, v~)), (4.6) 
where/S~(se, v) = inf(~.u)~R~ pj(se, v, x, y). 
Proof. Clearly we have only to show that (3.3) and (3.4) hold for se = sek, v = v k 
and/ ,  =/z  k. 
Since /~ >//,k ~> 0, and, for fixed v k and (x, y), Pt and fit are both monotone 
nonincreasing functions of se, it follows from Step 3 that 
(L~ + pt(se k, v ~, x, y))[t, k] >~ (L~ q- p j (~- l ,  v k, x, y))[/zk] >~ 1 in Rj ,  
sek = ao k + pe Z (at ~ - ao~ft(se ~-1, re))  
>~ Ao e +/*k( x, Y) Z (At e -- Ao~ff~( see, ve)) on/?. | 
j=  1,2, 
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5. DISCUSSION 
(1) By (4.1) we see that the approximate solutions vk are obtained by minimizing 
a positively weighted sum of the absolute defects of the linearized ifferential equations 
and the identity boundary equation. Also, by its structure, the error bound p is a 
monotonic decreasing function of each of the quantities As and t~(x, y). A~. (see (4.2)) 
are absolute defects of the operator equations, t~(x, y) (see (4.5)) is obtained by 
minimizing an upper bound. Hence, we may say that the approximate solution is 
obtained by minimizing its error bound in certain sense. 
A similar error bound, which depends on the maximum of the absolute defects 
instead of a sum of them, can also be derived. But it can be shown that the error 
bound discussed in this paper is more realistic. See Cheung [4]. 
(2) Suppose, instead of the local Lipschitz condition (2.4), g~ satisfies a global 
Lipschitz condition, i.e., there exists a bounded function kj, independent of u, 
such that 
gj(v O-g j (v~)  ~(v l - -%)ks  in Rj, for all v 1 ~%,v  i~V(R), i=  1,2. 
(5.1) 
Theorem 3 and the constrained minimization problem of Section 4 still hold, with 
Pi = kj. However, a local Lipschitz condition has at least two advantages: 
(i) The global Lipschitz condition (5.1) may not exist; whereas, we can 
always construct a local Lipschitz condition provided g/(u) is bounded for every u. 
For example, consider g(x, y, u) ~ e -u. Then no global Lipschitz condition exists, but 
g(x, y,  vl)  - g(x, y ,  v2) >~ -e - I~-~(v l  - v2), 
wherev leV(R) , ]v i - -v [  ~ , i  -1 ,2andv  l~v  2. 
(ii) A local Lipschitz condition gives a 'better' error bound than a global 
Lipschitz condition. In order to show this, we first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let/2i be the minimum value of the minimization problem: 
Qi:minl~ (Lj+k/)[/~] ~ linRj,_ j :  1,21 i :  1 2. 
,,~ /2 ~/~ >0onR ' ' 
(Notice that the superscript i does not imply iteration here.) I f  kj 1 ~ kj 2, j = 1, 2, then 
Proof. Let t~ 2 be a minimizing function of Q2. Then 
I (L~ + kj~)[t~ 2] ~ (L~ + kj~)[/~ 2] ~ 1 in R~, j 1, 2, /22 ~/x2 > 0 on/~, 
i.e.,/22 and/z 2also satisfy the constraints of Q1. It follows that/21 ~/22. II 
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Now, for j  = 1, 2, let k~ -1 = pj(~, v, x, y) be the local Lipschitz function as defined 
in (2.4) and kj 2 = kj be the global Lipschitz function as defined in (5.1). Obviously, 
pj/> k~.. It follows from Lemma 5 that/~x ~< #2. Generally, we may hope that/*t ~</,2 
on/~ also. This implies a better error bound for local Lipschitz condition (see (4.6)). 
6. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 
In this section, we consider a computational method of solving the constrained 
minimization problem of Section 4. Let {el(X, Y)}~=z C V(/~) be a set of suitably chosen 
functions. Assume the function/, and the approximate solution v to be of the form 
/*(3; x,y) = flir and v(~;x,y) = ~ ~r 
i=1 i=1 
Let D 3- and Dj* be two discretizations of the region R~-, where Dj* has finer grid 
sizes than Dj (Fig. 2). 
v 
Grid size of D/.* 
\ 
V 
Grid size of @ 
FmURE 2 
J 
Computational Method 
Given suitable initial approximation v ~ and constants ~o,/20 and iSf, the kth cycle 
of the following iterative process tarts with known ~k-x,/$k-1,/S~ z and v~-l(x, y) = 
X ~-16,( x, Y). 
Step 1. Let ~i k, i = 1,..., m, and 8j k, j = 0, l, 2, solve 
8, ~> ~ cq(L~. + q~-Z)[r _ G~-Z > --Sj in D,, j = 1, 2, 
80 >~ ~ air -- ro ~> --80 in D o . 
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and 
Step 2. For j = 1, 2, evaluate 
'~o k = II v ~ - to l',oo*, As k = II Lj[vq + gj(v ~) -- rj I1~,. 
p k(x ' y) = p~(~k-x, v k, x, y) ~ min{g/(-q) I I ~ -- v~ I <~ ~:k-X} for fixed (x, y) 
min{ min pr y), A~e/Ao k) if Ao ~' =/= O, 
I (x,y)eD~* 
~k = I(xm]n~* p~(x, y) if Ao k = 0. 
Step 3. Choose suitable small positive constants E~, j -  O, 1, 2. Let fl,~, 
= O, l ..... m, solve 
Let 
min 
[3,(Lj + pjk(x, ))[<~,] ~ 1 + Ej in Dj,  j -- 1, 2 I 
fl0 >~ ~f l i$ i~c0  onD- -D  0UD lkgD 2 
?n 
k /~k_. max Yfl~6i and 
2 
j= l  
(6.2) 
where D* = Do* u DI* k) Dz*. 
Choice of Initial Values for the Parameters r no, rio and Approximation v ~ 
By Theorem 4, we see that the initial ~o should overestimate he error of the initial 
approximation v ~ Usually if .~0 is large enough we should have r >~ ~1, and, hence, 
an error bound is obtained at a single cycle. However, difficulty may arise that if r 
is too large, (6.2) may have no feasible solution. 
Without better values, we may set /2 ~ = 1, p)O:==0, j=  1,2 and v~ 
(or 1) and ~0 = 1. 
Choice of the Parameters ei , j = O, 1, 2 
In (6.2), we add the positive quantities E~ to the right sides. If the density of dis- 
cretization is fine enough and the differential operators atisfy some Lipschitz con- 
ditions, it can be shown (for detail, see Cheung [4]) that a solution/~ = Y. fli~i of the 
discretized problem (6.2) also satisfies the inequalities (4.5) over the whole region. 
Therefore, the error bound is valid over R instead of over D* only. 
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Criterion for Terminating the lterative Process 
The iterative process may stop whenever sek ~ s ek-x. However, in practice this is 
usually satisfied at the first cycle. To obtain better accuracy, we may use the following 
criterion: 
Let 
and 
82 ~ - -  Ii G[v  ~] + qg-lv~ - Gg -1 l i~ 
a~ = I! L2[v ~] + g2(v~) --  r. I!o~.. 
For a preassigned quantity E N (convergence tolerance of Newton's method), the 
iterative process is stopped at the kth cycle when 
~t2k 
Since ,~  and 8~ k are quantities obtained during the iterative process, only little 
additional computation is required. 
Linear Programming Formulation 
It is easy to show that both (6.1) and (6.2) are linear programs of the form (for 
detail, see Rosen [1 I]): 
min{d'Tr I A'zr ~ --c}, (6.3) 
where d, ~r and c are vectors and A is a matrix. ' denotes the transpose. With w . . . .  ~-, 
(6.3) is equivalent to the dual problem of a standard linear program (see Dantzig [6]): 
max{d'w [A'w ~ c}. (6.4) 
Instead of solving (6.4) directly, most available computer linear programming 
code (e.g. S IMPLX [I 3]) are derived so as to solve its primal problem 
min{c'z ; Az -~ d, z >~ 0}. (6.5) 
(6.3) and (6.5) have the following relations which are well known in the duality 
theory of linear programming: 
(i) If (6.5) has an optimal solution z* with optimal basis B, then 7r* = --w* 
--(B') -1 z* is an optimal solution to (6.3). In some computer linear programming 
codes, ~r* is one of the output data. Hence, we can directly obtain an optimal solution 
to (6.3) by solving (6.5). 
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(ii) If (6.5) has an infinite (negative) solution, (6.3) has no feasible solution. 
This fact can be used to test the inverse-positive property of the given problem Q(g~). 
Sizes of the Linear Programs 
For the linear program (6.1), the dimension of the matrix A is (m + 3) • 2n, 
where m is the number of basis functions {4'i}~=x and n is the total number of grid points 
over the three meshes Dj,  j == 0, 1, 2. 
For the linear program (6.2), the dimension of A is (m + 1) • (3n -- no), where 
n o is the number of grid points on D O . 
7. EXTENSION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Extension 
Throughout our previous discussions, it was assumed that there is only one 
boundary differential operator. In fact we can consider the more general case where 
there are (J  - 1) of them. Let the interior elliptic operator be defined over a bounded 
simply-connected open domain R j .  Then, by similar argument, we have the error 
bound 
J 
p(x, y) :- ao  i ~,(x, y) E (a; - ao/~3. 
j=l 
Obviously, all previous results can be generalized. 
Extensions to parabolic and hyperbolic problems had been considered by Cheung [4]. 
EXAMPLE. (mixed BVP on square domain). 
i --Au !- g3(u) -:: r:~ 
- (au /ax) i -  g2(u) :-- r., 
I (au/ay) -L gx(u) r x 
U :~: e 0' lx cos  X 
u -= e ~176176 cos(0.6 + y) 
0 < x < 0.6, 
X --- 0~ 
0 <x <0.6 ,  
0 ~x  ~0.6 ,  
x = 0.6, 
0 <y  <0.6 ,  R 3, 
0 <y  <0.6 ,  R2, 
y = 0.6, R 1 , 
y=0 IRo ,  
0~y~<0.6  
where gl = u, g~ = 0.002 cos u, gs . . . .  0.002yu2; 
and 
r 1 - - e~ -~- 0.6) -- sin(x + 0.6)}; 
r 2 - s iny -- 0.1 cosy ~- 0.002 cos(cosy); 
r 3 -= {1.99 -- 0.002ye ~ cos(x + y)} e ~ cos(x + y) + 0.2e ~ sin(x + y). 
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Exact solution u = e ~ cos(x + y) 
Algorithm 
It is not known whether this problem is inverse-positive. The computational 
method discussed in Section 6 is applied, starting with v----- 1, ~o __ 0.4, /20 = 1 
and/510 = t52~ :/530 := 0. II "IIR~ is approximated by I[" IIDT, where D~*, j : 0, 1, 2, 
are uniform meshes on the boundary all with the same grid size 0.0125, and Dz* is 
an interior uniform square mesh with grid size 0.025. The termination criterion 
is applied with ~N -- 0.0016. 
Discretization method 
The iterative linear programs (6.1) and (6.2) are solved (see Section 6) with 
~j : 0.0001,j : 0, 1, 2, 3. Dfl ~ is the same as Dj*,j = 0, 1, 2, but has grid size 0.025. 
D~ n is the same as Da* but has grid size 0.075. 
Function space 
S (a+4.a+4) (bicubic elementary splines with 5 knots in both the x- and y-directions. 
See Appendix.) 
Computer and LP code 
CDC 3600, RS MSUB (Clasen [5]). 
Time (including compilation time) 
3 minutes 50 seconds. 
TABLE I 
Coefficients of Approximate Solution 
1 x x ~ (x)3+ (x-0.15)3+ (x-0.30)~ (x--0.45)3+ 
1 
y 
y2 
(Y)~ 
(y--O.15)~ 
(y-O.3OL 
(y--O.45)a+ 
0.99992 0.09999 --0.49572 --0.03230 0.00940 0.03836 0.00298 
0.00002 --1.00046 --0.05499 --0.06568 0.47911 --0.46823 0.53879 
--0.50062 --0.04464 --0.19463 1.99857 --3.90312 3.84170 --3.03943 
0.01101 0.15202 1.15686 -4.95939 9.61352 --9.26311 4.88510 
0.02729 0.01980 --I.33839 5.54766 --0.10710 9.73219 --0.41881 
0.02284 --0.01531 0.22011 --0.79819 1.27428 0.03618 --9.98217 
0.02248 0.00901 --0.23179 0.63576 -0.67888 --0.95072 0.11270 
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TABI .E  II 
Approximate Solution v, Error (u - - v) and Error Bound p 
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x y v u - -  v p 
* 0.0 0.0 0.999924 - 7.62 E-5 2.81 E-4 
t* 0.1 0.0 1.004934 - 6.99 E-5 8.05 E-5  
o, 0.475 0.0 0.932643 8.99 E-5 9.41 E-5 
0. I 0.075 0.994559 --6.43 E-5 8.76 E-4 
* 0.225 0.075 0.977045 -- 3.01 E-5 6.30 E-4 
0.525 0.075 0.869820 -- 3.68 E-6 2.19 E-4 
0.475 0.1 0.880016 3.50 E-7 3.49 E-4 
0.0 0.175 0.984655 -- 7.17 E-5 2.11 E-3 
0.375 0.175 0.885076 --2.53 E-5 8.23 E-4 
0.6 0.175 0.758518 - 8.01 E-5 9.38 E-5 
* 0.0 0.3 0.955263 - 7.39 E-5 2.94 E-3 
0.125 0.3 0.922430 --6.87 E-5 2.37 E-3 
0.3 0.3 0.850423 --4.78 E-5 1.61 E-3 
0.475 0.3 0.749145 --2.99 E-5 7.86 E-4 
* 0.0 0.375 0.930432 --7.59 E-5 3.37 E-3 
0.3 0.375 0.804433 -4 .99  E-5 1.93 E-3 
0.575 0.375 0.616117 6.81 E-6 2.79 E-4 
0.1 0.475 0.847555 -- 7.09 E-5 3.39 E-3 
0.3 0.475 0.736133 -4 .53  E-5 2.35 E-3 
0.475 0.475 0.609980 -- 3.10 E-7 1.21 E-3 
0.6 0.475 0.505219 6.94 E-5 8.33 E-5 
~'* 0.0 0.6 0.825268 --6.76 E-5 4.45 E-3 
* 0.15 0.6 0.742688 - 5.94 E-5 3.71 E-3 
* 0.3 0.6 0.640502 -- 3.88 E-5 2.89 E-3 
* 0.45 0.6 0.520475 1.85 E-6 1.88 E-3 
* 0.6 0.6 0.384839 7.40 E-5 2.80 E-4 
* grid points; o max error; * max error bound; t rain error bound. 
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Numerical results 
After a single iteration, the termination criterion is satisfied and the following 
results are obtained (omitting superscripts): 
h o :9 .00E-5 ,  A~ =8.29E--4,  Lz= 1.03E--5, A s=3.98E-3 ,  
/S 1= 1 .14E- -  1, /52 : -2 .00E-3 ,  /Sz : - -3 .37E- -3 ,  [=4.89E- -3 .  
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FIG. 3. Error curves. 
Each entry in Table I is the coefficient of a basis function which is the product of 
the corresponding functions at the top row and on the leftmost column. 
Table I I  shows the values of the approximate solution, the actual error and error 
bound at some points distributed fairly uniformly over the whole region. Figure 3 
shows the errors along 4 horizontal lines at equal distance. The error curve for y = 0 
oscillates as expected for uniform approximation to boundary data. This is not true 
for the other 3 curves since we only minimize the absolute defects of the differential 
equations there. 
APPENDIX  
Monovariate Splines 
In the following we consider the space of spline functions of degree m with n + 1 
knots in terms of the basic splines defined by 
~x m if x > 0, 
(x )+"= 10 if x~<0,  
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Elementary Splines 
Let x 0 , x a ..... x,, be a set of knots over [x 0 , x~]. An arbitrary spline of degree m 
is given bv 
m--1 n--1 
i=0 i=0 
This space is of dimension m + n. 
Given a function O(x)~ C'n([0, a]), it was proved in Cheung [3, Theorem 1.2, 
pp. 8-10] that there exists a sequence of splines of fixed degree m and with uniform 
knots which converges (as the number of knots tends to infinity) to O(x) together with 
its derivatives up to the order m. This is the denseness property of splines. On the 
other hand, the evaluation, differentiation, and integration of splines are simple. 
Also, when m is small, evaluation of the values of the functions and their derivatives 
usually will not lead to large relative round-off errors. (For references, see Ahlberg, 
Nilson, and Walsh [1] and Schoenberg [12].) 
Bivariate Splines 
A convenient way of obtaining splines of two variables is to form products of 
X m+n one-dimensional splines. Let {4~i( )},-x be a basis for a space of dimension 
m + n and {gj(y)} M+N be a basis for another space of dimension M + N, then 
{~bf(x)- t~,xx~-i ..... M+U would form a basis for the product space of dimension tlvJ~J]Ji=l, ~n+n 
(m -- n) " (M + N). 
Notations. If  6i and 9~ are elementary splines the product space is denoted by 
S.-+~,u+~(R). 
Bivariate splines had been used to approximate the solutions of partial differential 
equations by Birkhoff, Schultz and Varga [2]. 
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